
Environmental permitting 
support

Ricardo Energy & Environment’s niche expertise and know-how 
makes us perfectly placed to work with industry and regulators in 
waste facility permitting.

ee.ricardo.com

In recent years, waste materials have been 
recognised as valuable resources. As a 
consequence, the UK waste industry has seen 
unprecedented investment in facilities for 
recovering value from waste. However, the new 
generation of waste management facilities must 
comply with the legislative requirements of 
environmental permitting and planning regimes 
while delivering ongoing improvements in waste 
recovery technologies and sustainability. 

Operators applying for an environmental permit 
need to develop rigorous environmental risk 
assessments, impact assessments and mitigation 
plans alongside detailed process descriptions and 
management practices. 

Ricardo Energy & Environment’s specialists work 
closely with all stakeholders, providing clients with 
well-prepared, accurate and robust applications.



For more information on our environmental permitting support, please contact us at  
enquiry-ee@ricardo.com or +44 (0) 1235 753000

ee.ricardo.com

The big issues

Environmental permitting has been radically 
overhauled in recent years with a desire to draw 
together several licensing and permitting regimes 
into one. This has also included changes to permit 
exemptions, the introduction of standard permits 
and the need to address the requirements of the 
Industrial Emissions Directive. 

To add to the difficulties of the changing regulatory 
regime, many waste facilities are novel in their 
processes and site-specific risks, which can be 
challenging for regulators and operators. Knowing 
what is required, the level of detail needed and 
having the relevant technical capability is essential 
to ensure a swift and successful application 
process.

Why Ricardo Energy & Environment?

•	 We have one of the UK’s largest waste 
management teams which includes former 
operators and regulators who are experts in 
waste management and atmospheric emissions.

•	 We have decades* of experience in advising 
government and regulators on policy strategy 
and regulation for waste, resources, energy and 
air quality.

•	 We have provided support to the Environment 
Agency’s National Permitting Centre, so we know 
exactly what a successful application should look 
like.

Our specialisms

We deliver the following key services in support of 
environmental permit applications, with specialist 
assessments also undertaken in support of 
planning applications.
•	 Drafting permit application forms and 

supporting information.

•	 Air quality monitoring, modelling and impact 
assessment.

•	 Odour and bioaerosol monitoring, modelling 
and impact assessment (we have our own odour 
and bioaerosol laboratory facilities).

•	 Habitat assessments.
•	 Flood risk assessments.
•	 Environmental risk assessments (e.g. emissions, 

dust, pests, visible plumes, fire and accidents).
•	 Environmental management system production.
•	 Site condition report production.
•	 Site audits (waste, water and energy).
•	 Post-closure planning.
•	 Staff briefings, training and behavioural change.
•	 Project management and regulatory liaison.

We also have extensive links with specialists 
externally for:
•	 Noise monitoring, modelling and impact 

assessment.
•	 Transport monitoring, modelling and impact 

assessment.

Project experience

We have an extensive track record including recent 
work for:
•	 Pfizer UK Ltd.
•	 States of Guernsey.
•	 Biossence UK Ltd.
•	 Complete Circle Consortium.
•	 Norfolk County Council.
•	 Premier Foods.
•	 J G Pears (Newark) Ltd.
•	 Trafford Metropolitan Borough Council.
•	 Amey Cespa.
•	 ET Biogas Ventures Ltd.
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*  On 1 September 2015, we rebranded as Ricardo Energy & Environment, a trading name of Ricardo-AEA Ltd. Ricardo-AEA Ltd was constituted on 8 November 2012 
following Ricardo plc’s acquisition and goodwill of AEA Technology plc. For full details, please visit ee.ricardo.com/cms/ownership

http://ee.ricardo.com/cms/ownership

